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A VALIDATED METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING
BURNUP CREDIT IN SPENT FUEL CASKS*

M. G Brady
Oak Ridge National Laboratory," USA

T. L. Sanders
Sandia National Laboratories/** USA

ABSTRACT

The concept of allowing reactivity credit for the transmuted state of spent fuel
offers both economic and risk incentives. This paper presents a general overview
of the technical work being performed in support of the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) program to resolve issues related to the implementation of burnup
credit. An analysis methodology is presented along with information representing
the validation of the method against available experimental data. The
experimental data that are applicable to burnup credit include chemical assay
data for the validation of the isotopic prediction models, fresh fuel critical
experiments for the validation of criticality calculations for various cask
geometries, and reactor restart critical data to validate criticality calculations with
spent fuel. The methodology has been specifically developed to be simple and
generally applicable, therefore giving rise to uncertainties or sensitivities which are
identified and quantified in terms of a percent bias in keff. Implementation issues
affecting licensing lequnements and operational procedures are discussed briefly.

INTRODUCTION

Burnup credit is the application of the reduced reactivity of spent fuel to considerations
of nuclear criticality in storage and transport. Burnup credit is obtained by replacing the
conservative "fresh fuel" assumption in calculations of nuclear criticality with a more realistic
approach accounting for the composition of spent fuel, thereby permitting a more efficient
cask design with acceptable nuclear criticality safety margin. As nuclear fuel is burned in
a reactor, the nuclear reactivity of the fuel is reduced by depletion of the fissile content and
by the production of neutron absorbers (poisons) as fission and activation products. Nuclear
criticality has become a limiting factor in the design of the present generation of casks in the
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United States (U.S.) because the spent fuel to be transported in the immediate future has
been stored for several years, and is "cooler" than that used as the design basis for earlier
casks. Heat generation and high radiation levels, which previously were limiting factors in
cask design, are much lower in the present case, so that cask capacity can be increased until
nuclear criticality becomes an important issue. Current and planned cask designs are to be
configured so that even under flooded conditions the system has an effective multiplication
(k£ff) less than 0.95. Burnup credit may potentially increase cask capacity as much as a
factor of two. Increased cask capacity means fewer spent fuel shipments, which lowers costs
and increases safety.

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) of the DOE is
presently scheduled to begin transport of spent fuel from commercial reactors and storage
facilities to a federal interim storage facility in 1998, using casks certified by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). Transport to a final repository is scheduled to begin in
2010. The projected minimum transport rate to the repository is 3,000 MTU (metric tons
uranium) each year, compared to a movement of only 6,000 MTU total over the last 25
years in the U.S. Optimum cask capacity is essential not only to reduce transportation costs,
but is also required to maintain public and occupational risks "as low as reasonably
achievable." Increased cask capacity will reduce both the total number of transport
operations for a given amount of fuel and the number of handling operations at sending and
receiving facilities. The reduction in the number of operations required to transport spent
fuel results in reduced public and occupational exposure to both the radiological risks and
nonradiological risks (e.g., traffic accidents) of transport.

This paper presents a general overview of the technical work utilizing existing isotopic
and critical measurements together with reactor critical configurations in order to validate
applicable software and analysis procedures for use in the development of a burnup credit
cask design.

ISOTOPIC PREDICTION MODELS AND METHODOLOGY

The major change in the criticality analysis of a spent fuel cask under the burnup credit
approach is the necessity to predict the isotopic composition of the depleted fuel. Typically,
U.S. utilities use multidimensional codes like PDQ [1] for the prediction of fuel inventories
for in-core analysis. Away-from-reactor applications, such as source term prediction for
shielding analyses in current generation transport casks, are typically evaluated using point-
depletion codes such as CELL2 [2], ORIGEN2 [3], and ORIGEN-S [4]. In the current work
conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), CELL2/PDQ calculations were used
in the method validation and the ORIGEN-S code was used for spent fuel cask analyses.
Brief descriptions of the isotopic prediction models used in each of these codes are given
below.

CELL2/PDQ Model

The CELL2 code, developed by the Flectric Power Research Institute (EPRI),
computes the energy and burnup dependence of the neutron spectrum within cylindrical cells
of light-water-reactor (LWR) fuel rods. Its primary output consists of burnup-dependent



fuel isotopics (actinides and fission products) and broad-group, cell-weighted, bumup-
dependent microscopic cross sections for subsequent use in codes such as PDQ7. The
PDQ7 code [1] is a widely used tool for performing multidimensional reactor analyses using
well-established diffusion theory techniques. These spatially dependent reactor analyses
require detailed knowledge of the operational power levels, fuel loading, fuel assembly
shuffling schemes, burnable poison rod assembly (BPRA) locations in the core, fuel
temperatures, and water density profiles inside the core. The large amount of information
required, the complexity and expense of the analysis, and the limited set of calculated
nuclides make the multidimensional analysis unattractive for routine spent fuel
characterization.

ORIGEN-S/SAS2H Model

The ORIGEN-S module [4] is an updated version of the ORIGEN code [5] with
flexible dimensioning and free-form input processing. ORIGEN-S performs point depletion
and decay analyses to obtain isotopic concentrations, decay heat source terms, and radiation
source spectra and strengths for use in subsequent system analyses. Utilization of the
ORIGEN-S code for burnup credit analyses required the ability to predict cross sections as
a function of time (burnup) for nuclides important to criticality. The SAS2H control module
within the Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation (SCALE) code
package "drives" an analysis sequence that enables burnup-dependent cross sections to be
obtained during the depletion process. At each time step, the SAS2 sequence performs a
radiation transport analysis (via XSDRNPM-S) to obtain appropriate cross sections and
spectral parameters (via COUPLE) that can be used in a subsequent ORIGEN-S analysis.
Each ORIGEN-S case produces the burnup-dependent fuel composition to be used in the
next spectral calculation. A final ORIGEN-S case is used to perform the complete
depletion/decay analysis using the burnup-dependent cross sections. Constant (independent
of burnup) one-group neutron cross sections are used for many of the 800 nuclides in the
ORIGEN-S depletion calculation and are typically obtained from the original ORIGEN data
compiled by Bell [5].

Methodology

The burnup credit cask analysis methodology currently assumes that the entire cask
loading is composed of a single assembly type; the most reactive assembly to be included in
the cask shipment (i.e., the lowest burnup and highest initial a s U enrichment). Fuel
isotopics are generated for this assembly using readily available reactor operating data.
These data include the number of effective full power days in each fuel cycle, the total
number of assemblies, reactor power rating, physical descriptions of the fuel pin and fuel
assembly. Burn cycles assuming all uptime are used. Average boron concentrations and
mean fuel temperatures are estimated from typical values if not otherwise available.
Uncertainties generated by these simplifying assumptions will be addressed in a later section.



CRITICALITY METHOD AND MODELS

The workhorse for the criticality analyses in the burnup credit methodology is the
KENO V.a [4] code. Used stand-alone in the reactor critical validation analyses and via the
CSAS25 [4] module of SCALE for the cask analyses, it provides a reliable computational
tool for this application.

Models

The KENO V.a module is a multigroup Monte Carlo code employed to determine
effective multiplication factors (kefr) for multidimensional systems. The CSAS25 sequence
uses NITAWL-II [4] and KENO V.a in sequence to perform a Monte Carlo analysis to
obtain the system ketf. The NITAWL-II code uses the Nordheim Integral Treatment to
provide problem-dependent cross-section processing in the resonance energy range. For
lattice cell geometries, input information on the lattice type (keyword selection), the lattice
pitch, and the moderator total cross section is used to obtain the Dancoff factor. Note that
only one type of lattice cell can be specified in the generalized input. However, there is an
established method by which a user-supplied Dancoff factor can be provided for calculations
involving more than one fuel region (such as in analyses to determine the effect of the axial
variation in burnup).

Methodology

The criticality analyses, like the isotopic calculations, currently assume that the entire
cask loading is comprised of the "most reactive assembly." Detailed design specifications for
the transport rask are modeled as closely as possible in the criticality calculations. The
analyst should take care to ensure that an adequate number of neutron histories are tracked
to produce reliable results. Larger problems (i.e., a rail cask) generally require a greater
number of neutron histories than the smaller truck cask problems, although this is also
dependent on the complexity of the geometry and material compositions.

CROSS-SECTION DATA

The SCALE 27-group, ENDF/B-IV neutron cross-section library was used for these
analyses. This library was supplemented with ENDF/B-V data for fission-product nuclides.
This extension of the standard ENDF/B-IV library is necessary for depletion analyses and
for criticality analyses where fission products are considered. The extended library is
referred to as the 27BURNUPLIB and is readily available to all SCALE users. The 27-
group library has a P3 scattering expansion order and treats thermal upscatter to 3 eV.
Validation of the library has been performed through calculation of critical experiments
containing the fuel, structural materials, and neutron absorbers commonly found in cask and
storage pool designs [6]. The performance of the SCALE 27-group ENDF/B-IV library in
the analysis of low-enriched, water-moderated systems is given in Refs. 7 and 8. In
summary, the results indicate a positive trend with neutron moderation, and their distribution
is consistent with expected statistical behavior.



Data for approximately 191 fission-product and actinide nuclides are available in the
27BURNUPLIB cross-section library. However, the cost of the analysis is proportional to
the number of nuclides considered, and there is also the question of validation of the cross-
section data for many of these nuclides. Analyses [9,10] have been performed to identify
and rank nuclides considered important in the characterization of LWR fuel. Volatile
nuclides were not considered as their presence in spent fuel could not be systematically
assured. Thirty-seven [10] nuclides were identified for inclusion in the criticality analyses
forming these analyses. An experimental chemical assay program is underway at Pacific
Northwest Laboratory in Richland, Washington, USA, to produce isotopic measurements to
be used in validating the predicted isotopics [11] for some actinide and fission-product
nuclides. It was decided that the nuclides used in the criticality analyses be in both the list
of 37 important nuclides and those to be experimentally measured. This resulted in the set
of 25 nuclides given in Table I and referred to as the "burnup credit (BUC) nuclides." This
set is recommended for use in criticality analyses associated with burnup credit. Note that
the major fissile nuclides are included' (23SU, 238U, 239Pu) and that neglecting nonfissile
actinides and fission-product absorbers has a conservative influence on the calculated k^
(i.e., results in a higher value).

Table I. Fuel nuclides included in burnup credit analyses,
"BUC nuclides"

U-234 Pu-238 Am-241 Cs-135 Sm-150

U-235 Pu-239 Mo-95 Nd-143 Sm-151

U-236

U-238

O

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Tc-99

Rh-103

Cs-133

Nd-145

Sm-147

Sin-149

Sm-152

Eu-153

Gd-155

VALIDATION OF THE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The requirements of the ANSI/ANS 8.1 criticality safety standard [12] specify that
calculational methods for away-from-reactor criticality safety analyses be validated against
experimental measurements. Criticality analyses for low-enriched lattices of fuel pins using
the "fresh fuel isotopics" assumption have been widely benchmarked against applicable
critical experiments. The same computational methods, however, have not been
benchmarked against criticals containing spent fuel because results from spent fuel critical
experiments are not available. There are two sources of experimental data other than the
fresh fuel criticals which may be used to satisfy the validation requirement. These are (1)
chemical analyses of irradiated fuels to validate composition, and (2) commercial reactor
restart critical configurations. Validation against the fresh fuel critical data, chemical assay
data, and the reactor restart criticals will be discussed. Due to the complexity of the reactor



restart criticals, a "reference problem set" has been established for validating other
approaches and will also be discussed.

Fresh Fuel Critical Experiments [6]

Fifteen critical experiments [11] were modeled in order to examine seven different
criticality aspects related to LWR fuel in transportation and storage casks:

1. neutron interaction between fuel assemblies
2. effectiveness of neutron flux traps between fuel assemblies to reduce reactivity
3. effect of voiding on the effectiveness of neutron flux traps
4. effectiveness of neutron absorber plates and rods to reduce interaction

between fuel assemblies
5. reactivity effect of commonly used biological shielding materials
6. neutron spectra shift or relative neutron moderation caused by dissolved

boron
7. plutonium buildup and uranium depletion.

All experiments were water-moderated and-reflected. The mean calculated keff for the
15 critical experiments is 0.9931.

Isotopic Validations

In the mid-1980s, the OCRWM assigned the Materials Characterization Center at the
Pacific Northwest Laboratory the responsibility of procuring and characterizing a
representative selection of LWR spent fuel [13]. Several fuel elements in the U.S spent fuel
inventory have been identified and obtained for characterization as approved testing
materials (ATMs) [14-16]. Data from the German Obrigheim pressurized water reactor
(PWR) [17] have also been utilized in the validation analyses.

A compilation of results from a preliminary burnup credit isotopic validation study is
given in Table II.

The significance of the comparisons of isotopic concentrations relative to their impact
on criticality calculations is currently being analyzed. The analysis will include the
comparison of the keff calculated using the measured isotopic data with the keff computed
using the isotopic concentrations produced by SAS2H. For any isotopic concentration that
was not measured, the same value should be used in both of the criticality calculations.

Additional sources of experimental data have been identified for the isotopic
validation analyses [18] and are being investigated as to their potential benefit to this
program.

Reactor Restart Critical Configurations

Commercial reactors offer an excellent and inexhaustible source of critical
configurations against which criticality analyses can be validated for spent fuel configurations.
The critical beginning-of-cycle (BOC) and end-of-cyc!e (EOC) core configurations of the



Table II. Summary of the isotopic comparisons and average percentage difference1

for nuclides of importance in burnup credit analyses

Reactor:

Assembly ID:
Fuel rod ID:
Burnup, MWd/kgU
Initial wt % ^ U

Nuclide
234U

TiSjj

236U

238JJ

^ P u
2»pu

^ U

^ 'Pu
M2Pu
2 4 1 Am
*>Tc

133Cs
135Cs
143 N d / l « N d

HSNd/148Nd

Calvert Cliffs 1 PWR

D047
MKP109

44.34
3.038

4.5
-8.7
1.9

-0.1
-0.2
3.7

-8.1
4.3

-6.7
-12.4
12.9
2.5

25.6
-
-

D101
MLA098

33.17
2.72

7.3
-1.7
-1.2
-0.9

' -0.9
5.1

-7.3
6.8

-9.4
0.0
3.6
.

11.9

-

Obrigheim

170,94
—

25.93
3.13

.
-3.5
1.0
.
2.0
5.6

-5.2
7.0

-11.6
-
-
-
-

-1.1
2.3

(KWO) PWR

176,91
—

27.98
3.13

.,
-3.0
1.9
.
4.0
4.6

-4.7
6.5

-11.1
-
-
-
-
0.4
2.3

Average

5.9
-4.2
0.9

-0.5
1.2
4.8

-6.3
6.2

-9.7
-6.2
8.2
2.5

18.8
-0.4
2.3

* 100% (computed/experimental - 1).

Virginia Power Company's Surry Unit 1 and North Anna Unit 1 PWRs were analyzed in this
study. The Surry Unit 1 and the North Anna Unit 1 core models contained 157 fuel
assemblies that had different burnup-dependent fuel rods and burnable poison rod mixtures.
Peak assembly batch-averaged burnup was 31.5 MWd/kgU for the North Anna Unit 1 and
25.5 MWd/kgU for the Suny Unit 1 cores. A detailed description of the models is given in
Ref. 19.

Two isotopic prediction schemes were used to compare their effects on the calculated
keH values for the different reactor configurations:

1. Spent fuel isotopics based on multidimensional depletion calculations using the
PDQ7/CELL2 sequence (provided by Virginia Power Co.) [1]: this sequence requires
detailed knowledge of the operational power levels, fuel loading, fuel assembly
shuffling schemes, fuel temperatures, and water density profiles.



2. Spent fuel isotopics based on point-depletion methods such as the SAS2H/
ORIGEN-S sequence of the SCALE system: this sequence requires the knowledge
of an average power density, assembly-averaged burnups, and axial water density
profiles.

Table III shows the k,ff results of the different core configurations using the
PDQ7/CELL2 and the SAS2H/ORIGEN-S generated isotopics. Note that core configuration
4 of Table III is a noncritical calculations] problem. Table III shows that when the
calculations use the PDQ7/CELL2 generated isotopics, slightly low k^ values are predicted
for the BOC reactor critical configurations (soluble boron > 1000 ppm), and critical and
slightly high k^, values are predicted for the EOC configurations (soluble boron < 123
ppm). Using the SAS2H/ORIGEN-S generated isotopics, Table III also shows that the
calculated k^ values are ~ 1 to 1.5% lower than the results obtained with the PDQ7/CELL2
generated isotopics.

Table III. Effective multiplication factors for reactor configurations using
PDQ7/CELL2 and SAS2H-QRIGEN-S isotopics1

Core Core Core Core Core
configuration 1 configuration 2 configuration 3 configuration 4C benchmark 5
(NA-1 BOC-5 (NA-1 BOC-5 (SU-1 BOC-2 (SU-1 EOC-2 (SIM EOC-2

IsolopU* HFP*) HZP*) HZP) HFP) HFP)

CELL2/TDQ7 0.9865(22)' 0.9932(23) 0.9867(21) 1.0169(24) 1.0106(22)
0.9877(17)*

SAS2H/OR1GEN-S 0.9787(21) 0.9757(22) 0.9999(22) 0.9960(20)

'Except as noted, all k^ values are from KENO V_a using 300 neutrons per batch and —100000 histories.
All configurations except number 4 are critical configurations.

VHFP = hot full power, HZP = hot zero power.
'Configuration 4 is a noncritical calculational problem at S025 days of fuel decay and zero boron level.

The KENO V.a results should be compared wiih the PDQ7 results.
'0.9865(22) should be read as 0.9865 ± 0.0022.
"Value obtained with 500 neutrons per batch and -300000 histories.

The work demonstrates the feasibility of using PWR reactor critical configurations as
ocperimental data points to provide a method for the validation of spent fuel criticality
analyses. Although the calculated ketr values of the benchmarks using SAS2H/ORIGEN-S
generated isotopics give slightly lower values, these calculations only require minimum
knowledge of the fuel cycle, such as the assembly-averaged burnups.

Reference Problem Set

A reference problem set of fresh fuel critical experiments which model various
conditions typical of LWR transportation and storage casks have been identified [6]. This
same problem set has been used to perform spent fuel criticality benchmark calculations by
replacing the actual fresh fuel isotopics from the experiments with six different sets of
calculated spent fuel isotopics. The SCALE-4 modules SAS2H and CSAS4 [4] were used
to perform the analyses. These calculations do not model actual critical experiments. The



calculated k ^ should not equal unity and will vary depending on the initial enrichment and
bumup of the calculated spent fuel isotopics.

LWR spent fuel isotopics were generated using the SAS2H module in SCALE-4.
Three initial enrichments of 3.0, 3.75, and 4.5 weight percent (wt %) ^ U and two burnups
of 18 and 25 MWd/kgU were selected to give a total of six different enrichment/bumup
combinations.

Calculations were performed using these reference isotopics in the 15 experimental
critical configurations described for the fresh fuel comparisons. The mixed-oxide case was
not included in the reference problem set. The other 15 problems were analyzed with each
of the 6 sets of spent fuel isotopics for a total of 90 cases.

The work described here represents a preliminary effort to define a "reference
problem set" to be used in the validation of burnup credit. This problem set is
computationally more manageable than the reactor restart criticals for routine use. The
concept also allows for a large range of parameters (enrichment and burnup) to be covered
by simply expanding the base set of reference isotopics.

TRENDS, BIASES, AND SENSITIVITIES

The basic analytical methods are solidly in place leaving only the identification of
parameters requiring sensitivity analyses and the evaluation of these sensitivities. The
following discussion lists the parameters to be examined and summarizes the status of each.

Axial Effects

Axial effects are considered the highest priority. This refers to the effect of the axial
distribution in burnup (i.e., lower burnup and therefore higher reactivity at the ends of the
fuel assembly) has on keff.

Analyses have been performed [20-22] which indicate that the end effect is relatively
small, 2-4% Ak. Additional analyses are being performed to evaluate trends in the end
effect as a function of burnup, enrichment, and cooling. Preliminary results indicate that the
axial effect [the change in k^ using an average burnup (2-D model) versus a 3-D model
including the axial distribution in burnup in more than one axial region] increases with
burnup and cooling time and decreases slightly with enrichment. Note that the overall k^
value also changes with these parameters so that a scheme such as limiting the amount of
cooling time that is allowed in the criticality analysis could conceivably compensate for the
effect of the axial burnup distribution.

Low-Density Moderation

Low-density moderation is not a concern for closely packed arrays. The presence of
flux traps, or other space between assemblies (> 1 or 2 in.) would require analyses to
evaluate these effects and a possible secondary peak in reactivity. It should be shown that
this secondary peak occurs at water densities (0.1 - 0.15 g/cc) for which there is no credible
mechanism for obtaining such densities. Calculations performed for water densities ranging
from 0.1 - 1.0 g/cc in a generic 31-element cask support these statements.



Assembly Design

Calculations to determine the reactivity effect of different assembly designs (e.g.,
Westinghouse (WE) 17 x 17 versus Combustion Engineering (CE) 14 x 14) should be
performed with care since modeling uncertainties involved in using 1-D codes such as
XSDRNPM could obscure differences due to assembly design if used for these comparisons.
A set of seven U.S. assembly designs were evaluated by D. Napolitano of Yankee Atomic
for the burnup credit program [23] using the CASMO-3 code package. This study concluded
that for burnup to 20 GWd/MTU the CE 14 x 14 assembly is most reactive, from 20-35
GWd/MTU the Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) 15 x 15 assembly yields higher k^ values, and
for 35-50 GWd/MTU the WE 17 x 17 design is most reactive. The calculated spread in the
cold lattice was 0.02 Ak for the various assembly types.

Fission Products

Preliminary analyses to quantify the reactivity worth of fission products, actinide
absorbers, and depletion of fissile nuclides have been reported in Refs. 9 and 10. The
burnup credit nuclides listed in Table I include 14 fission-product nuclides, 10 actinides, and
oxygen. Additional calculations will be performed to quantify the change in k^ resulting
from the inclusion of the fission-product nuclides and actinide absorbers.

Operating Histories

Parameters dependent on operations include (a) specific power, (b) presence of
burnable poison rods (BPRs), and (c) burn cycle.

Concerns about the effect of specific power on k,,, have been addressed. Earlier
results [9] for a change of 25% in specific power (p) showed negligible differences in k,,,.
In the modeling of axial burnup distribution, the exposure time for the assembly is a constant
and therefore differences in burnup as a function of axial position are directly the result of
differences in p. The change in specific power, and therefore in the burnup, from the ends
to the center of the fuel can be on the order of a factor of 2. Additional calculations were
performed using discrete ordinates methods to evaluate large changes in p. These large
changes in p produce only small changes in k,,, - less than 0.6%.

Analyses have shown that the effect of BPRs is dependent on buinup - for <15
MWd/kgU, no BPRs yielded conservative values for k,,,, and at 2:15 GWd/MTU, a constant
1% Ak bias was seen [23]. In EPRI NP-6494, the presence of BPR assemblies during
irradiation of 15 x 15, 4.2 wt % ^5U fuel to a burnup of 36.25 MWd/kgU and then cooled
five years was found to contribute to a change in k^ of 0.00588 (<1%).

The effect of the burn cyle will be quantified by comparing results using all uptime
versus a 80/20 (80% uptime, 20% downtime) cycle history for a specified cumulative burnup.
These calculations have not yet been performed.



Trends and Sensitivities

Sensitivity calculations have been performed to quantify Ak as a function of
enrichment and burnup in a spent fuel cask environment. Two geometry models were used
in these analyses: a 6 x 6 array of fuel assemblies surrounded by a 30-cm stainless steel
reflector was used to represent a rail cask, and a 2 x 2 array of fuel assemblies surrounded
by a 15-cm stainless steel reflector was used to represent a truck ctsk. Both models included
1 cm of borated stainless steel basket material surrounding the assemblies. The effects of
uncertainties of 5% and 10% in burnup were evaluated and a range of 3 to 4.5 wt % initial
^ U was used to evaluate the effects of enrichment. These results indicate that neither the
change in k^ with burnup or with enrichment are linear functions for either a rail or truck
cask geometry. The most significant result observed in these comparisons was that the
change with burnup appears to be independent of geometry. Reference 24 gave results of
k,* as a function of burnup, enrichment, and cooling. The dominant burnup terms in that
equation indicate that k^, as a function of burnup, may be represented by the following
quadratic equation:

keff = A - 0.01B + 7.081E-05B2, (1)

where A is a constant and B is the burnup in gigawatt days per metric tonne initial uranium
(GWd/MTU). The results in both the 6 x 6 array and 2 x 2 array correspond well with this
equation (within 0.5%). A cooling time of five years was assumed for these calculations
using the CSAS25 module. Trends in Ic^ as a function of enrichment appear to be more
dependent on geometry. A quadratic equation is still expected to yield good results;
however, the coefficients would be geometry dependent and thus have to be determined for
each case. Further investigations are planned to evaluate changes in keff with enrichment.
Trends in k^ as a function of cooling time have also been investigated [10,24].

Computational Biases

One requirement for the analysis effort is to produce a reliable methodology which
when applied to the analysis of burnup credit casks results in a Ak margin that ensures that
the industry-accepted limit of k^ < 0.95 is not exceeded. This Ak margin has two basic
components: (1) the bias established by correlating the results of criticality experiments with
results obtained using the analysis method to be verified, Ak^ and (2) allowances for the
uncertainty in the bias and for uncertainties due to extensions in the area of applicability,
Ak,,,. Therefore, for a calculated effective multiplication factor, kc, the following relationship
must be true:

kc + Akc + AK. + 2a < 0.95 . (2)

In the proposed analysis approach, the term Ak,. has two components: bias from the
calculation of fresh fuel criticals having similar geometrical and nuclear characteristics
(reflectors, etc.) as the spent fuel cask environment; and bias from the calculation of reactor
restart critical configurations which have similar material representations (spent fuel



isotopics). Allowances for uncertainties due to the extension of the area of applicability,
specifically the isotopic variation resulting from a range in burnup, will include two major
terms. The first is a bias to be derived from comparisons with measured isotopic data which
also satisfies Sect. 4.3.5 of ANSI/ANS-8.1, "Nuclear properties such at cross sections should
be consistent with experimental measurements of these properties." The second is an
analysis bias to account for limitations in geometrical or material representations used in the
calculational method (i.e., axial effects, burnup, enrichment, operating history assumptions,
etc.).

The term Ak. is derived primarily from the reactor restart critical analyses. Current
analyses indicate that using the fuel isotopics generated with the SAS2/ORIGEN-S codes,
and the knowledge of only the discharged fuel assembly burnups, the KENO V.a reactor
configurations yielded a calculated variance in k^ of approximately ±2.6% Ak. Additional
calculations are being performed to refine quantities needed to determine Ak,,,.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The final stage in the development of a program to effectively implement burnup
credit involves implementation issues affecting licensing requirements and operational
procedures. The chief operational safety issue is the prevention of misloading the cask with
fresh fuel or with spent fuel with inadequate burnup (underirradiated fuel).

The most credible source of operational error is misloaded spent fuel. This could
occur due to an error in the fuel loading procedure or a misidentification of spent fuel
during cask loading operations. The misidentification is the dominant error mode because
of the possible loss of information in the time elapsed (several years) between fuel discharge
into the storage pool and cask loading.

The significance of operational uncertainties is reduced by minimizing the population
of spent fuel subject to misloading (nonspecification fuel). Statistical analyses of the existing
spent fuel inventory indicate that less than approximately 1% of the existing spent fuel
inventory consists of fresh or irradiated fuel that would have reactivity in excess of a typical
maximum enrichment and minimum burnup specification for a rail cask. Only a few
individual assemblies are available in the current inventory that could not be transported in
a typical 4 PWR assembly truck cask. A significant fraction of the existing U.S. inventory
of nonspecification spent fuel consists of older generation fuel clad with stainless steel that
contains high enrichment-to-design burnup ratios. Much of this fuel was prematurely
discharged because of in-core failures or other reasons that may have required special
handling and transport considerations. Additionally, the majority of the existing inventory
of nonspecification spent fuel is located at a small number of older reactor facilities.

It is possible to verify spent fuel characteristics by on-site measurements. Several fuel
verification techniques have been evaluated, including reactivity measurement concepts,
neutron source-driven measurements, passive neutron measurements, gamma spectroscopy,
gross gamma, and light-sensitive measurements. Evaluated parameters include accuracy,
complexity, flexibility, compatibility with reactor constraints, verifiability and calibration, and
independence from operating factors. The best application of measurements in burnup
credit operations would employ a simple concept that (1) can ensure that a minimum
burnup value has been achieved, (2) does not significantly interfere with cask loading



operations, and (3) can be easily calibrated to recently discharged fuel. Initial evaluations
indicate that routine passive radiation measurements will be adequate.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Accurate prediction of k,ff for loaded spent fuel casks is dependent on the use of
adequate software for both the fuel depletion and criticality analyses. Demonstrating
"adequacy" of the software is not straightforward because of the lack of available critical
benchmark experiments with burned fuel isotopics. This paper has discussed the U.S. DOE-
sponsored work to utilize existing isotopic and critical measurements together with reactor
critical configurations in order to validate applicable software and analysis procedures. The
approach is based on the requirements for validating criticality safety calculational methods
defined in Sect. 4.3 of ANSI/ANS-8.1.

To date, the depletion and criticality modules of the SCALE system have been used
in the validation effort and satisfactory results have been obtained. In addition, the reactor
critical configurations have been analyzed using KENO V.a and spatially dependent isotopic
data from a reactor core-following code sequence (CELL2/PDQ). These analyses indicate
that the SCALE isotopic prediction model (SAS2H/ORIGEN-S) leads to calculated keff

values that are 1 to 1.5% lower than that achieved using CELL2/PDQ isotopics. A method
for analyzing spent fuel cask systems based on the SCALE system software has been put into
place. A set of nuclides to be used in burnup credit analyses has been selected based on
importance in calculating keff and availability of measured isotopic data. Using
representative cask models and the selected methodology, work has been performed to
estimate uncertainties and trends related to a relaxation of spatial detail (e.g., axial burnup
effects) and variations in initial enrichment, burnup, and/or power history.

The results obtained from the uncertainty and trends analysis will be used, together
with the validation results, to formulate final recommendations regarding implementation
of a burnup credit analysis methodology for spent fuel transport casks. Other calculational
methods are being used to provide selected independent verification of the methodology
discussed in this paper.
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